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WELCOME
In this fast-moving world, anyone who reads magazines and  

uses Pinterest and Instagram, as well as browsing shops, galleries, 
exhibitions, is subjected to a dizzying array of ideas.

 

We have published the third edition of Trends to offer a calm, considered snapshot of  

this ever-shifting scene, with looks inspired by everything from graphic pattern and 

mark making to outer space. These aren’t the only trends that will emerge in the coming 

months; instead they are those we believe will be more than just feeting fashion moments.
 

It is the need for two seemingly contradictory qualities – the innovation you’ll see in  

these pages and the capacity for longevity – that occupies many of the designers 

interviewed for this magazine, including Paola Navone, Jay Osgerby, Giles Miller,  

Holly Hunt, Tord Boontje, Russell Pinch, Tristan Butterfeld,  Mark Eley and, last but 

certainly not least, Sir Kenneth Grange, who frmly believes that the future of design  

lies in combining the two. We are enormously grateful to them for their contributions.
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w
hen design historians look back at the 

second decade of the 21st century, they  

will fnd a rapidly changing landscape, 

transformed by the possibilities of digital 

technology and the internet. And with the beneft of 

hindsight, they might consider something that is 

currently lost in all our excitement – the relationship 

between technological progress and consumer habits. 

There is a misapprehension that tablets and 

smartphones are simply functional tools, used for 

trawling Amazon, checking emails and providing a 

handy receptacle for downloads. Yet anyone who has 

observed consumer research groups recently will be 

aware that these devices are also offering a new 

perspective on the world of design. Twenty years ago, 

inspiration for consumers and designers came from  

a limited number of carefully curated sources such as 

magazines, books and exhibitions. Today, websites  

and social media platforms have unleashed a tidal wave 

of visual stimuli that knows no bounds; the instant an 

image is uploaded it can be viewed, simultaneously, in 

York and New York, St Albans and St Petersburg, 

Sydenham and Sydney. 

Technology has created a frame of reference  

that makes us more open to the unusual and quirky.  

In many senses, it has also created demand; the  

huge global success of fashion and homewares chain 

Anthropologie demonstrates the new hunger for  

designs with a broad range of cultural references: folk, 

country, Aztec, Art Deco, Seventies, what have you. 

The evolution of a trend has changed forever. In the 

old days, its path was linear; in the Homes & Gardens 

archive, the impact of an exhibition (the Festival of 

Britain in 1951, Art Deco at the V&A in 2003) or an 

infuential retailer (Laura Ashley, Terence Conran) can 

be seen to manifest itself in the magazine’s pages over the 

following decade. Today, ideas zigzag, twist, turn and 

double back in ways that are exciting, if at times baffing.

That’s where Trends comes in, published to make 

sense of the confusion and to distil new ideas into a 

visually palatable form. Now in its third edition, this 

magazine offers a snapshot of the constantly shifting 

scene, exploring new areas of interest such as mark 

making, graphic colour and the extraterrestrial world 

and their impact on contemporary furniture, lighting 

and surface pattern design. 

Some may question the idea of fashion in furniture 

and accessories, and they would be right to do so; as  

the designers we interviewed for The Designer’s Mind 

highlight, on pages 50 to 53, manufacturing puts  

huge demands on the environment. Yet Trends is not 

about fashion – it’s about examining the capacity of 

contemporary designers to constantly question and to 

re-invent. Because a new design has broken boundaries, 

doesn’t mean that it will be made obsolete by the next 

design that pushes those boundaries a little further. 

New technology isn’t just changing the way  

that designers work, it is also having a transformative  

e≠ect on contemporary taste, says Giles Kime

a quiet 

revolution 

v i e w p o i n t
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Good, interesting design never becomes passé, a  

view that was reinforced when we asked Sir Kenneth 

Grange to identify “ageless” designs that are as relevant 

today as they were when they were frst conceived,  

some of them almost 80 years ago. What is exciting 

about the pieces he chose, on pages 38 to 41, is that,  

like the designs in the Trends stories that follow,  

they tell a story of their time; the work of Alvar Aalto 

says as much about the prevailing architectural mood  

in the 1930s as the work of Eley Kishimoto does  

about contemporary design today. 

Not only is this digital revolution enabling  

consumers to see even more distant horizons, it is  

also giving them greater faith in their own aesthetic 

opinions – something that is achieved through  

exposure to a broad range of visual infuences. This  

is potentially transformative; confdence not only  

makes us braver, it also makes us less prone to the  

whims of fad and fashion. 

For designers these are good things; confdent 

consumers are more likely to stray beyond their  

comfort zone and be more prepared to make a  

long-term investment in a high-value, beautifully  

made piece rather than choose the sort of quick-fx, 

“throwaway” items that Kenneth Grange bemoans  

in our interview. And an innovative, good-quality, 

carefully considered piece of design will always be  

in fashion, whether it was created in 1915 or 2015.  

What’s more, the digital revolution will be seen  

to have transformed designers. The world of design is 

now a smaller place. Just as the Great Exhibition in 1851 

and the Exposition Universelle in 1855 precipitated a 

wave of ingenuity in the second half of the 19th century, 

the internet is doing the same, but 24 hours a day in 

every corner of the world. 

New technology doesn’t just make it easier to share 

visual ideas, but also to address key issues that are facing 

every designer in the modern era, such as sustainability, 

lack of space and an ageing population. As was the  

case in the 19th century, it is making the results more 

interesting. Far from creating a brave new world of 

computer-aided design and 3D printing, the internet  

is throwing new light on the craftsmanship, emerging  

and forgotten materials and designers who are driven 

more by passion than by reward. 

Some may fear that, as in the past, progress is creating 

too much choice. You need only look at depictions of 

cluttered Victorian interiors to see that many were victims 

of eclecticism and, in a sense, today’s “pineapples are the 

new antlers” style of retailing is a modern manifestation 

of this problem. Yet just as William Morris and the 

Aesthetic Movement few the fag for a more considered 

approach (“have nothing in your house that you do not 

know to be useful, or believe to be beautiful”), the current 

generation of designers exploring the possibilities of new 

techniques and materials looks set to do the same.

“confidence makes consumers less 

prone to the whims of fashion” 
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SHAKING 
IT UP

n e w s

The products and people currently making 

waves on the design scene

accESS all aREaS 

as part of london Design Week, 

Design centre chelsea Harbour, 

dcch.co.uk, is opening its 102 

showrooms to the public from 

11-13 March. alongside a huge 

collection of fabrics, furniture, 

wallcoverings, lighting and 

accessories, you’ll fnd specially 

created commissions and  

a full seminar programme.

h e r i t a g e  o f  i n n o va t i o n

Design house Pierre Frey, pierrefrey.com, may be celebrating its 80th anniversary, 

but it’s showing no sign of slowing down. The French brand has recently launched 

four fabrics and a wallpaper, including the Aboriginal art-inspired Origines (left), from 

£62.40m, and Racines collections. As if that weren’t enough, keep your eyes peeled for 

a book covering the house’s colourful history, and capsule collections with illustrator 

Ugo Gattoni, fashion maven Inès de la Fressange and graffiti artist Toxic. 

P o C K e t  w a t C h

London design duo Raw 

Edges has pushed the 

boundaries of seating with 

its latest chair concept  

for Italian brand Moroso, 

020 3328 3560, moroso.

co.uk. Made from a single 

loop of material mounted 

on a four-legged oak 

frame, the distinctively 

different Kenny chair,  

from £2,150, begs that  

you throw yourself into  

a colourful pocket of 

supreme comfort.

f i n e  f o r M

Inspired by the grid-based paintings of the master of the 

Dutch De Stijl movement, the Mondrian bookcase, 

H180xW220xD40cm, £6,660, Julian Chichester, 020 7622 

2928, julianchichester.com, is a high-impact piece that  

is a focal point in itself. It is made of eight brass, oak and 

vellum compartments attached to a gilded steel frame.



When did it all start? Growing up in Japan in the 1990s, 

we were fascinated by the European design scene. We came 

to London in 2000 to study, liked it and decided to stay.

How would you describe your aesthetic? We tend to  

be drawn to elegant things that combine beauty with 

effciency and utility. Although we appreciate elaborate 

designs, in our work we prefer to simplify forms by 

looking at materials and production processes.

What is your favourite design to date? Our Seleri 

series of furniture (below), designed for Zilio A&C.

Where do you fnd inspiration? Everyday life informs 

and inspires us. We also enjoy Modernist architecture 

and looking at other cultures and folk crafts.

Can you tell us about your design process? Most  

projects begin with the client’s brief. We start by asking 

questions about what it really means. For us, the end 

results need to be purposeful and honest.

What do you have planned for the future? We have a 

wide range of furniture, exhibition and graphic design 

projects coming up. Visit mentsen.co.uk. 

ONE TO WATCH

MENTSEN

Founded in 2011, Mentsen is a  

London-based partnership between 

product designer Yasuyuki Sakurai  

and graphic designer Risa Sano. The 

studio has worked on a range of projects across 

exhibition, furniture and product design. 

c l a s s i c  t o  m o d e r n

Based on its iconic bistro chair, the 

new Lehnstuhl lounge chair, from 

GebrŸder Thonet Vienna, gebrueder 

thonetvienna.com, is designed by 

Nigel Coates and references both 

heritage and modernity. While  

its beech frame has been 

traditionally steam-bent, 

its low, deep seat has 

a contemporary 

feel. ItÕs priced  

at £2,188.

e d g y  s t y l e

Forget two-dimensional tiling and add interest to your bathroom 

with this altogether more out-there wallcovering by designers 

Patrycja Domanska and Tanja Lightfoot for Kaza Concrete. The  

Edgy tiles can be arranged in a number of ways to create different 

effects, pixellating the environment around you. They cost from 

£146sq m at Domus Tiles, 020 7458 4005, domustiles.co.uk. 

fa b r i c s  w i t h  f l a i r

From hand-woven silks to velvet wool 

natté and graphic pattern to lively plains, 

the 2015 collection by fabric house 

Dedar, 020 7351 9939, dedar.com, is 

highly covetable. Of all the designs, our 

favourite is Shortcuts, £187m, a cotton/

polyester mix in a jacquard weave 

designed to represent tangled ribbons. 

Its striking geometry is emphasised by 

contrasting matt and gloss surface 

finishes. Available in five colourways.  

T R E N D S  2 0 1 5 
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shelving; Seleri table, 
£1,315; Seleri chairs, 

from £297 each.



ONE TO WATCH

BROOKSBANK  

& COLLINS

Since setting up their studio in 2012, 

architect Tom Brooksbank and fne 

artist Allan Collins have won many   

plaudits for their simple, sculptural furniture with an 

innovative approach to materials and manufacturing.

When did it all start?  We met when we were assigned 

adjacent desks at a London architecture o∞ce. Almost 

immediately, we started an ongoing conversation about 

art, architecture, design and the common threads 

between them. Gradually, we came to recognise that  

our independent lines of inquiry within the felds of 

architecture and art had, to a large degree, come to 

overlap within design. This shared interest has, since 

the establishment of our London studio, formed the 

template of our collaboration.

How would you describe your aesthetic?  We want  

our work to be appreciated for as long as humans have 

an interest in the arts. This means it also aims for the 

eternal. With this in mind, we make our designs as 

simple as is possible, which often involves geometry  

(as demonstrated by the Carbo range, below).

What is your favourite design to date?  The Fossus 

coffee table, which we made as a unique piece for 

Gallery Fumi in 2014, is our favourite. The table is  

a monolith of solid white Carrara marble, which we 

imagined as an artefact unearthed. 

Where do you fnd inspiration?  Ideas spring from 

sources ancient and modern throughout all of the arts. 

We get as excited by 18th-century Meissen porcelain  

as we do about Mies van der Rohe. 

Can you describe the design process?  I am interested 

in the poetic aspects of a design whereas Allan focuses 

on the internal logic of a concept. He will explore and 

dismiss scores of design iterations in order to deliver  

an exquisite degree of precision and judgment.  

What do you have planned for the 

future?  We have  

a number of 

different 

partnerships 

coming up and 

are excited to be 

creating further 

work for 

exhibition at 

Gallery Fumi.

Find out more  

at brooksbank 

collins.com.

G R A P H I C  d e t A I l

In a move away from her more fluid patterns of the past, rug 

designer Deirdre Dyson, 020 7384 4464, deirdredyson.com, 

has launched a new collection of graphic motifs for 2015. 

Her Illusion range, from £775sq m, comprises nine bold 

designs that interplay linear and geometric forms. “While 

they may look simple, the colour gradation means the 

intricacy of workmanship is astounding,” explains Deidre. 

l I G H t e N  U P

Adding to its collection of decorative yet 

functional uplighters, Vaughan, 020 7349 4600, 

vaughandesigns.com, has launched two new 

cube versions, from £191, available in brass, 

bronze or nickel with LED bulbs. Designed to sit 

on a console or side table, or within an alcove to 

direct light at a particular feature or artwork, 

they can also be used instead of picture lights.

S O F t  t O U C H

Among its eight new 

collections for 2015, 

Mark Alexander, 

markalexander.com,  

is introducing a first  

for the Romo Group, a 

velvet woven from silk 

yarns. Available in 18 

bespoke Art Deco-

inspired shades, the 

Burnish range, £230m,  

is as soft as soft can  

be and has a lovely 

shimmering sheen. Carbo Flavus side table, 
£940; Carbo Asper  

coffee table, £1,200.
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b r i g h t  b e a u t y

This stunning Alveolar lighting installation by French designer Agathe 

Occhipinti is based around a brass hexagonal structure with some of its 

honeycomb cells filled with a translucent resin and LED bulbs. The attached 

brass frame stabilises the piece yet is barely visible, giving the sense that 

the light is floating in space. From €5,355, OA Creation, oacreation.com.

w e l l  t u r n e d  o u t

A hit at last year’s Dutch Design Week, the metalworkings of  

Het Tafelbureau are now available in the UK. Husband and wife 

team Joyce Veul and Mike Weetgeest have created a collection of 

tables and candlesticks that mimic the look of turned wood and 

are crafted from steel in the family’s forge. Available in a range of 

colours, from £1,350, at Mint 020 7225 2228, mintshop.co.uk.

f l o o r  s h o w

This intriguing piece is part of the new Capacho collection by Brazilian designers  

Fernando and Humberto Campana, estudiocampana.com.br, for which the  

pair incorporated a coconut fibre rug, known locally as capacho and more 

commonly used for doormats, into storage furniture designs. 

t i m e l e s s  s t y l e 

Italian brand Poliform, 020 

7368 7600, poliformuk.com, 

is known for creating 

beautiful furniture that 

stands the test of the time. 

Case in point is its new Soori 

Highline small armchair, 

which has an excellent 

combination of classic and 

contemporary style values, 

and an extra-deep seat for 

maximum comfort. Made 

with a Spessart oak frame 

and upholstered with nubuck 

leather, it costs from £2,400. 

h i d e  

t o  s e e k

Our love for leather 

continues with the 

Lancelot wall light by 

Ochre, 020 7096 

7372, ochre.net. 

Elegant in its 

simplicity, it is made 

of hand-punched 

saddle leather and 

has patinated bronze 

fittings. It comes in 

Navy, White, Black 

and Brown and costs 

from £1,002. 
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S E V E N T I E S  C H I C

After an enduring attraction towards all things 

mid-century, it seems the interiors industry is adding 

another era to its sources of inspiration. The 1970s is 

definitely having a moment in 2015, with a profusion of 

slick metallics, glass and rattan furniture and bold 

geometrics. Not wanting to miss a trick, Zinc Textile’s 

latest collection is entitled 1973. Celebrating one of the 

decade’s most prolifically creative periods, the range’s 

designer weaves, prints and velvets reference the year’s 

style icons and glamorous spirit, and cost from £60m. 

Contact 01623 756699, zinctextile.com.

wallpaper in all its glory  

set in the magnifcent surroundings of 

national trust property newark park 

and featuring work from CUstHoM, 

Deborah Bowness, Fromental,  

lewis & wood, linda Florence, 

louise Body and Marthe armitage,  

Pasting the Walls: a Celebration of 

Contemporary Wallpaper highlights 

the innovation and artistry  

of contemporary wallpaper.  

the exhibition runs as part of the  

select spring Festival. open 29 april 

to 31 May; visit sitselect.org.

ONE TO WATCH

YING CHANG

Recent Royal College of Art graduate Ying Chang has 

caught our attention with her innovative Grid System 

desk, which combines multi-level wire storage boxes  

to rethink the conventional work space.

How did it all start? I am a thinker;  

I have always loved to draw and make 

things and am obsessed with shape  

and form. All these factors combine  

in my love of design.

How would you describe your 

aesthetic? I have a different emotional 

connection to each project. The visual 

aesthetic contributes to that emotion 

and vice versa.

What is your favourite design  

to date? ItÕs always hard to pick 

favourites. Each design has its own 

significance and links to a certain 

period in my life.

Where do you find inspiration?   

I seek inspiration from all sorts of 

sources. ItÕs about taking in the details 

and observing them with an analytical 

and critical eye. I have been collecting 

images of art and sculptures and 

photos of interesting textures, forms 

and materials for the past ten years. 

WhenI feel stuck or bored with a 

project, I always get fired up again 

when I look through these images.

Can you describe your design 

process? I donÕt second guess what 

people want. I want to show people 

something they havenÕt tried or 

imagined before. I like to get lost in  

my own thoughts when brainstorming 

as I find that many ideas emerge 

organically that way.

What do you have planned for the 

future? I have a couple of exhibitions 

coming up and IÕm preparing new 

works to show at the Milan Furniture 

Fair. IÕd like to set up my own studio  

in the near future, so 2015 looks set  

to be a busy year. Find out more at 

yingchang.co.uk.

a r T f u l  d E S I g N

Lee Jofa’s Groundworks  

has just launched the Hunt 

Slonem collection. Hunt is 

an American painter, 

sculptor and printmaker 

best known for his works  

featuring tropical birds, 

exotic butterflies and 

verdant foliage, and his 

signature style has been 

incorporated into a 

colourful new range of 

fabric, wallpaper and 

carpet. Shown is Monsterra 

GWF-3401.173, £189m. 

The collection is available 

from GP&J Baker, 020 7351 

7760, gpandjbaker.com.  

Grid System, 
around £6,000 for 

a one-off piece.
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c h a n g e  o f  s c e n e

Evocative pictorial wall murals 

are experiencing a revival, and 

this one by Donghia for Rubelli, 

020 7349 1590, rubelli.com, is 

particularly lovely. Part of the 

new Substance and Extravagance 

collection, it shows the Grand 

Canal in Venice; £770 a roll. 

c o n f i g u r e  i t  o u t

Breathing new life into the centuries-old craft of cut crystal, designer Jo Sampson 

has conceived a capsule collection of objets d’art for Irish firm Waterford. Couture  

is a set of limited-edition modular vases in crystal, copper and turned wood, which 

can be combined in a variety of striking configurations and are bound for heirloom 

status. From £3,100 each; available at Harrods, 020 7730 1234, harrods.com. 

w i t h  a  f l o u r i s h

Bring a playful touch to home 

furnishings with a new range  

of colourful trimmings and 

tiebacks from Romo, 01623 

756699, romo.com. The Tivoli 

collection includes the Rialto 

pom-pom tieback, the Veneto 

bead fringe and the Finola knit 

braid (shown). Trimmings from 

£7.50m; tiebacks, from £55m.

ONE TO WATCH

JAMES SHAW

James Shaw is a graduate of the Royal 

College of Art and now runs a studio in 

south London specialising in bespoke 

and production furniture and pieces.

When did it all start? I guess I was always drawing and 

making things. The frst piece of furniture I designed 

was a desk when I was 11 years old, which was made by  

a local cabinetmaker. However, it wasn’t until I went to 

art school that I discovered design could be a career.

How would you describe your aesthetic? My work is 

primarily concerned with materials and trying to bring 

out their features and beauty. I am also interested in a 

certain complexity of surface, which is related to my 

upbringing in Devon, where I was surrounded by the 

textures of granite, sandstone, moss and lichen.

What is your favourite design to date? It is probably 

the Well Proven Chair; a collaboration with Marjan  

van Aubel. We found a way to turn sawdust into a 

mouldable material and used this to make a range of 

chairs, stools and a bench. Last year it was added to  

the permanent collection at MoMA in New York.

Where do you fnd inspiration? By playing with 

materials and processes and letting them show me the 

way. It’s important to fnd that relaxed state where 

mistakes can happen and turn into something interesting. 

Eastern European DIY shops, material suppliers and 

factories are also a huge source of excitement for me.

Can you describe your design process? I think with 

any project the key is in iteration and considering all  

the possibilities, whether through hand sketching, 

computer drawings, workshop tests or even talking to 

people. I like to take things to the workshop as quickly 

as possible to try them out in three dimensions.

What do you have planned for the future? I would 

love to design a camper van. Otherwise I think there is  

a lot of work to do reshaping our world to create a less 

environmentally and socially harmful society.  

Find out more at jamesmichaelshaw.co.uk.

Pieces by James 
Shaw, from the 
RCA Show 2013. 
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A M E R I C A N  D R E A M

British luxury bed manufacturer Savoir, 020 7493 4444, 

savoirbeds.com, has revealed its latest collaborator: American 

interior designer Philip Gorrivan. He has translated his cosy yet 

eclectic style into a design incorporating an extravagant headboard, 

upholstered in a modern houndstooth check, from £19,065. 

ONE TO WATCH

GEMMA KAY 

WAGGETT

Inspired by the  

world around her  

and how traditional 

techniques can be reinterpreted, 

recent graduate Gemma Kay Waggett 

carefully combines layers of colour, 

pattern and shape to create vibrant 

embroidered and printed textiles.

How did it all start? Drawing and 

sewing have been my favourite activities 

since I was a child. I completed my BA 

in Textiles at Central Saint Martins in 

2009, worked in the creative industries 

for a few years – for Damien Hirst, 

Selvedge and also Giffords Circus – 

and then went on to complete an MA 

in Textiles at the Royal College of Art.

How would you describe your 

aesthetic? My work is timeless, fresh 

and colourful, but I am also very neat 

and considered and I think this shows 

in what I create. I like small nuances 

and differences between details, and  

I strive to include these through a mix 

of hand and digital techniques.

What is your favourite design to 

date? I am very proud of the four-step 

embroidered piece that was part of my 

RCA graduate collection. I sampled  

the design in many different scales and 

colourways before arriving at the 

result. I’d love to create a large piece 

and use it to reupholster a sofa or chair.

Where do you find inspiration?  

My eyes are always open. I am often 

inspired by found objects and spend 

time visiting markets and antiques 

emporiums in search of unusual 

pieces, materials and colours. I’ve 

recently moved house and now live 

opposite the best charity shop in 

Stroud, the RSPCA, which is also 

proving to be very inspirational.

Can you describe your design 

process? When I begin a new project  

I tidy my studio, then spend a few days 

out and about looking for inspiration. 

I draw, compile colour research and 

investigate materials. After some 

initial direction, I visit the print  

studio or sample some embroideries 

to see what is working best.

What do you have planned for the 

future? I am currently working on a 

new collection that I hope to show at 

Clerkenwell Design Week and have 

recently launched an exclusive range 

of cushions for Heal’s. Find out more 

at gemmakaywaggett.com.

H E A D  I N  

t H E  C l o u D s

New from Canadian 

lighting brand Bocci, the 

73 pendants were one 

of our highlights of the 

Maison & Objet design 

show in Paris. The 

cloud-like lights are 

made by blowing liquid 

glass into fabric shells, 

a manufacturing 

process that means 

each piece is a little 

different. Priced  

from £575 at 

Twentytwentyone,  

020 7288 1996, 

twentytwentyone.com.

I N t o  t H E  f o l D

Origami influenced the look of this collection of tables and chairs by  

Tom Faulkner. Called Echo, the faceted pieces were designed using precise 

calculations to ensure the furniture is strong and sturdy. Table, £4,949;  

and chairs, £999 each. Contact 020 7351 7272, tomfaulkner.co.uk.
Prices for  

commissioned 
work, from £350. 



ONE TO WATCH

SARAH COLSON

Sarah Colson creates a diverse range of projects that invite the 

audience to experience her interpretations of space. From a 

communal food performance to an interactive drawing table, 

Sarah’s work encourages empathy between people and objects. 

How did it all start? A cardboard box, 

a roll of tape and a pair of scissors 

would keep me happy as a child; it’s 

funny how not much has changed. I’ve 

been making things, dreaming up ideas 

and creating my own interpretations  

of beauty for as long as I can remember. 

My fascination for materials led me to 

study for a BA in Interdisciplinary 

Textiles at UWE. Being given the 

opportunity to play with processes gave 

me a solid structure to investigate my 

ideas. I went on to complete my MA  

in Design Products at the RCA.

How would you describe your 

aesthetic? At its heart is a sense of 

playfulness. Each project develops  

its own aesthetic identity. I want to 

inspire curiosity through the colour, 

materials and forms I choose.

What is your favourite design  

to date? I’m in love with my new 

collection of lights, Vitro Lux. They 

celebrate everything I’m drawn 

to as a designer: colour, form, 

material, process and craft.  

I am currently working 

on a new range, Vitro 

Vas, to include other 

vessels such as vases 

(left) and larger 

lights. It is such  

    a great feeling  

when I land  

on something 

that I am 

attracted  

to – I just can’t stop designing.

Where do you fnd inspiration?  

My studio refects what goes on inside 

my head and showcases what I’m 

attracted to as a designer. Boxes are 

stacked high with my collections of 

eclectic materials and objects from  

my travels. Images and textures 

decorate the walls, and samples of 

processes sit on an inspiration shelf.

Can you describe your design 

process? Using the objects in my 

collections, I work by instinct and  

I explore how they communicate  

with one another. Logically they 

shouldn’t go together, but physically 

and aesthetically they work. Odd 

sculptures are born, made from 

basketballs and safety pins, balloons 

and string or battered tin cans. They 

hold a beauty that I fnd interesting  

and the process of drawing and 

remaking allows me to refne designs  

to have functional applications.

What do you have planned for the 

future? From my recent residency  

in Indonesia for the British CounciI  

I have a fountain of new ideas. I’ve 

started experimenting with a few  

of the processes I came across and  

I imagine the results will be for the 

home. I’m also keen to build on the use 

of cross-stitch embroidery and mosaic 

tiling inspired by trips to Romania  

and Cyprus. Whatever comes next,  

I’m excited about the prospect.

Find out more at sarahcolson.com.

Pia Wüstenberg at made  

splitting her time between London and 

germany, artist Pia Wüstenberg creates 

beautiful vessels in contrasting materials. 

Following her paper and glass lights for Heal’s, 

she releases new products at made, part of 

the Yorkshire sculpture Park’s support for 

craftspeople. made at Yorkshire sculpture 

Park, 6 June to 30 august; visit ysp.co.uk. 

M A K I N G  W AV E S

The Ripple table by British designer 

Benjamin Hubert, 020 7609 9637, 

benjaminhubert.co.uk, is long, strong 

and light. Measuring 2.5m in length, 

1m wide and 9kg in weight, it can be 

assembled and moved around easily 

by one person and uses around  

80 per cent less material than other 

timber tables. Created by corrugating 

plywood under pressure, the piece is 

as beautiful as it is revolutionary.

o u t  o f  A f r I c A

Launched at this year’s Déco Off fair in Paris, Rugged 

Elegance is the new textile collection by de Le Cuona, 

delecuona.co.uk. Ethnic-inspired pattern with a modern twist 

is one of the recurring themes across the 11 new designs, as 

seen in this Expedition linen in Everest colourway, £140m. 

Vitro Lux lighting, 
from £236;  

Virto Vas in Violet  
(below), £100. 
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MARK MAKING
Fabrics inspired by Oriental brush strokes, tribal decoration and  

the vibrant simplicity of 20th-century pen-and-ink drawings are the  
essence of this contemporary look. Black with white dominates, for a  

graphic impact, while mixing in shades of blue softens the e≠ect. 
styling  olivia gregory  PhotograPhs kristin perers

T R E N D  1
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OPPOSITE PagE furniture 

Antique French buttoned chairs, 

£1,250 a pair, appley hoare antiques. 

fabric Jaya in Bronze (on left 

chair), cotton mix, 136cm wide, 

£132m, Pierre Frey. Cendre de Neige 

Pl05n (on right chair), linen, 136cm 

wide, £150m, Jennifer shorto at 

redloh house Fabrics. 

accessories (on left chair, from 

top) Drip cushion, linen, 40cm sq, 

£60; Fence cushion, linen, 50cm sq,  

£70; both Victoria Umansky.  

Worn cushion, cotton, 50cm sq, 

£34.50, aram store. (on right  

chair, from top) Highline cushions, 

hand-painted leather, 30cm sq,  

price on request, selvaggia armani 

at Edelman leather. Collagraph 

linen throw (rolled), 200x150cm, 

£295, laura slater. Koja cushion, 

cotton and velvet, 60cm sq, £75,  

Eva sonaike.

THIS PagE fabric Fulham in 

Charcoal (on table), linen mix,  

137cm wide, £39.50m, ian Mankin.

accessories Ink Blue Tall vase, 

h55xdiam22cm, £3,500, Felicity 

aylieff at adrian sassoon. Indigo 

Storm bowl, h8xdiam32cm,  

£39.95, Faye toogood at 1882. 
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FURNITURE Antique English side chair, £350, 

Appley Hoare Antiques. 19th-century sofa,  

£1,800, The French House.

FABRIC Sakura in Noir (on wall), linen mix, 

132cm wide, £266.40m, Pierre Frey. (On back  

of sofa, from left) Fulham in Charcoal, linen mix, 

137cm wide, £39.50m, Ian Mankin. Deauville in 

Black on White, linen mix, 122cm wide, £194m, 

Alan Campbell at Tissus d’Hélène. Tache Toile  

in Tundra, linen, 140cm wide, £99m, Dominique 

Kieffer at Rubelli. Tracks in Charcoal, linen, 

134cm wide, £100m, Kate Blee at Christopher 

Farr Cloth. Lascaux in Black on White (patch  

on front), linen mix, 122cm wide, £196m,  

Alan Campbell at Tissus d’Hélène.

ACCESSORIES Moonrise cushion (on chair), 

cotton, 45cm sq, £70, Amy Sia. Enso cushion 

(on sofa), cotton, 50x60xm, £170, Cushlab. 

M A R K  M A K I N G







OPPOSITE PagE ACCESSORIES (Clockwise, from top) 

Large Earth resin bowl in Black and Snow Swirl, H6.5x 

diam33cm, £225; Small Earth bowl in Black Drip on 

White, diam17cm, £90; Shell Wrap dish in Black and 

Snow Swirl, diam7cm, £60; all Dinosaur Designs. Fragile 

Hearts plate, diam23cm, £29, Mr Brainwash at 1882. 

Medium Modern Tribal platter, H3.5xdiam38cm, £165; 

Long Dew servers in Black and Snow Swirl, L32cm, £85 a 

pair; Seed Pod dish in Black and White, diam7cm, £60; 

all Dinosaur Designs. Mindful Eating plate, diam24cm; 

Mindful Eating water decanter, H17xdiam7cm; both 

prices on request, Camilla Akersveen.

THIS PagE FABRIC (On wall, from left) Quai Branly  

in Blanc Ardoise, cotton, 140cm wide, £88m, Dominique 

Kieffer at Rubelli. Yuzen in Black (patch), linen, 138cm 

wide, £66m, Brunschwig & Fils at GP & J Baker.  

Scritch Scratch in Slate, linen mix, 121cm wide,  

£122m, John Stefanidis at Tissus d’Hélène. 

ACCESSORIES Hand Held vessels, H8cm, £65; H9.5cm, 

£65; both Rhian Malin. Dotted milk jug, H8cm, £45; 

Dotted teapot, H14xW26cm, £260; both Ikuko Iwamoto 

at Elemental. Sgraffito jugs, H36cm, £120; H27cm, £80; 

both BLH Ceramics. Charcoal drawing, 42x30cm, £360, 

Clive Work. WHERE TO BUY, pAgE 66

M A R K  M A K I N G
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WOVEN
The material takes centre stage in this trend, which lends decorative 
texture to contemporary interiors. The look is surprisingly diverse, 

ranging from tightly entwined to loose and laid back, and appears not 
only in textiles, but in furniture and accessories too. 

STyliNg olivia gregory  PhoTogRaPhS  kristin perers

T R E N D  2
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OPPOSITE PagE furniture 

Milukan chair in black-painted 

cotton, H100xW75xD83cm, £13,690, 

Christian Astuguevieille at Holly Hunt. 

aCCessories Gaïa Okra rug  

in Denim, £295sq m, Flock.

THIS PagE aCCessories Sisal 

brushes (from top), Fan, L46xW20cm, 

£330; Dandy No 2, L87xW5cm, 

£355; Dandy No 1, L110xW6cm, 

£410; all Tereza Galbavá at Mint.  

wallpaper Sacramento grass 

paper 2205, 82cm wide, £27m, 

Stereo. wHere to Buy, page 66
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GRAPHIC COLOUR
Echoing the ebullient patterns and hues seen on the catwalk, this exciting look  

will bring energy to interiors in 2015. Stylistically, it takes a cue from  
1980s Italian design group Memphis, which was known for its exuberant  

use of colour and pattern and experimentation with shape and form.
STyliNg olivia gregory  PhoTogRaPhS ania WaWrzkoWicz

T R E N D  3 



OPPOSITE PagE acceSSorieS 

Cushions (from top) In the Sky, 

Tongues, Cells, Memory and Penta, 

all 50cm sq, £64 each, Nathalie Du 

Pasquier at Wrong for Hay. Sun 

Loving Bollards T-shirt, £107, Eley 

Kishimoto. Resin loop earrings, 

£100; Long Moon resin necklace  

in Coral, £290; Organic resin  

bangle in Acid Green, £70; Modern 

Tribal long resin bangle in Coral, 

£88; Shield resin bangle in Ivory  

and Green, £95; all Dinosaur 

Designs. WallPaPer Sun Loving 

Bollards in Col 35, £160 a roll,  

Eley Kishimoto.  

THIS PagE acceSSorieS Pyramid 

boxes with carved birch lids, from 

£13.50 each, Henrik IIfeldt at 

Korridor Design. Block figures in 

painted wood, £50 each, Löfström. 

Carved large resin ring in Coral, 

£70; Carved small resin ring in Duck 

Egg, £40; both Dinosaur Designs.
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OPPOSITE PAGE FURNITURE Giant cube in Gouliot Pink, organic cotton, 146cm wide, £75m, Claire Gaudion. Round pouffe in Sun Loving  

Bollards wallpaper in Col 74, £160 a roll, Eley Kishimoto. Spool stool, H46xdiam39cm, £1,058, Missoni Home. ACCESSORIES Walking stick umbrellas  

in Print U12 (on floor) and Print U4, £95 each, David David. Shiftaa dress, £135, Marimekko. Coiled multi-strand necklace, £189, Eleanor Bolton;  

Tube resin bangle, £150, Liron Kliger; both at Darkroom. Patternity Shape Shifter tights, £12, Pretty Polly at Sock Shop. Peep Toe High shoes,  

£121, Swedish Hasbeens. WALLPAPER New Hex, £98 a roll, David David.  

THIS PAGE FURNITURE Mesa Barcelona table, H72xW240xD110cm, £6,000, Simona Auteri and Sofia Steffenoni at Matter of Stuff.  

ACCESSORIES Seams large barrel vase, H32.5cm, £340, Benjamin Hubert at Vessel Gallery. Metropolis vessels, zigzag H42cm, £80; stripe H21cm,  

£50; both Ann Mercer at Do Shop. Tree Trunk vase, H30cm, £77, Richard Woods at Wrong for Hay. Babelle stoneware pieces (two shown), £15,000 set  

of 13, Adam Nathaniel Furman. After Sol plate, H8xdiam50cm, £1,650, Hannah Dipper and Robin Farquhar at Vessel Gallery. Porcelain vessels, 

H9.5xdiam20cm, £360; H9.5xdiam16.5cm, £240; H7xdiam13.5cm, £120; all Sophie Southgate. 

g r a p h i c  c o l o u r
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THIS PAGE FURNITURE (From top) Melting Pot side table, H35xdiam50cm, £520, Dirk Vander Kooij at 19 Greek Street. Little White Lies  

side table, H42xdiam40cm, £3,200, Nick Ross. Tiler Cube table, H47xW46xD46cm, £750, Darkroom. Melting Pot dining table, H81xdiam110cm,  

£1,875, Dirk Vander Kooij at 19 Greek Street. WALLs Pure Ultramarine 70, Matsola finish, from £26 for 1 litre, Emente at Oricalcum.  

Fishbone Borders wallpaper in Col 55, £160 a roll, Eley Kishimoto. 

OPPOSITE PAGE ACCEssORIEs Metamorphosis (blue), H35xW32xD25.5cm, £9,500; Orange Bloom, H22xdiam19cm, £3,650; Tall Yellow Bloom, 

H41xdiam18cm, £6,500; all Michael Eden at Adrian Sassoon. Carved large resin ring in Acid Green, £70; Shifting Planes resin bangles in Cobalt and Acid 

Green, £60 each; Shield large resin bangle in Orange, £85; Shield medium resin bangle in Coral, £70; all Dinosaur Designs. WALLPAPER Light on 

 Lattice in Col 72 (top); Monster Skin in Col 72; both £160 a roll, Eley Kishimoto. WHERE TO BUY, PAgE 66

g r a p h i c  c o l o u r
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Acid yellow  
& cobAlt

Powerful and bright, this piercing yellow hue is the colour  
of the season. It works best in moderation and is particularly  

impactful when teamed with a saturated, deep inky blue.  
styling olivia gregory  PhotograPh damian russell

T R E N D  4

paint Yellowcake 279, Estate 

Emulsion, £38 for 2.5 litres, Farrow  

& Ball. Ultramarine, scenic water- 

based paint, £18.52 for 1kg, Bristol 

Paint at Papers and Paints.  

WHere to Buy, page 66



With an increasing emphasis on 
interiors as fashion, how do designers 
create meaningful, long-lasting design? 
Do they look to the past? What is the 
role of colour? And can products be made 
sustainably? We put these questions and 
more to a cast of leading lights including 
interior designers Paola Navone and Tristan 
Butterfeld, American furniture giant Holly Hunt 

and surface expert Giles Miller, along with Tord  

Boontje, Mark Eley, Jay Osgerby and Russell Pinch.

The 

Designer’s  
MinD

st y l e  d i r e c t i o n s
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Dion table in marble and shagreen, 

H50xW240xD180cm, £12,000,  

On.entropy. Lucida light, H30x 

W30xD30cm, £280, Ushki Design 

Studio at 19 Greek Street.



How important is the past in influencing 

your designs? In order to move forward, it’s 

essential to be aware of what has gone before, 

although that does not mean being a slave to 

historical references. There is a diverse range  

of influences in our work, across a host of 

periods. We explore certain qualities that 

appeal to us and anchor them in products 

where they really contribute – be it a pared-

back leg detail that adds poise to a table  

or the influence of Georgian proportion, which 

lends itself so readily to a piece with height.

Which designer, artist or architect has had 

 the biggest impact on your work? There are  

so many. A childhood visit to William Morris’s 

house in Kelmscott left a lasting impression;  

I liked his philosophy of bringing craft to a 

commercial platform. Then, as a teenager,  

I was introduced to Eames’s work, which  

changed my perception of what design means. 

Before that, I hadn’t realised that one hand  

could design across so many categories and 

maintain such a core visual language. And  

RussELL pinch 

Finely crafted furniture  

and lighting specialist who 

runs Pinch Design studio 

with his wife Oona Bannon;

pinchdesign.com.

I must mention Terence Conran, because he 

really opened my eyes to understanding that 

design is more than objects in isolation, but  

a way of life and a feeling.

How do you see the role of colour in design?

More than anyone, my collaborator and wife, 

Oona, has made me realise how powerful 

colour is. She continually challenges my 

perception of what will work on a design; it’s 

because of her bravery that our pieces have a 

strong sense of character that is often referred 

to as being very English. 

What part do you believe craft plays in the 

modern world? I sincerely hope that it is not  

a fad, but a movement that will cement quality  

of making. I believe that people want an 

antidote to the mass-produced products we  

are surrounded by. Craft delivers something 

more connected and human. It allows the 

independent creative spirit to stand apart in 

what is otherwise a one-track economy.

What do you see as the biggest challenge 

facing designers in 2015? High-street brands 

mimicking the look and feel of a designer’s 

piece but not always delivering on quality  

is a big issue. It means that new ideas-based 

designers are denied the opportunity they need 

to get their work to market, plus it affects the 

economics of the copied designers. That leads 

to a very homogenised design world, where 

expectations on quality and longevity are low.

How can we reduce the impact of 

manufacture on the environment? Designers 

must create pieces that last, both aesthetically 

and functionally. Beyond that, making a 

commitment to source locally where possible, 

and looking to limit or remove packaging are 

responsibilities we should all undertake.

Are there any innovative materials or 

techniques that excite you?  We are currently 

experimenting with Jesmonite, a plaster-based 

resin that’s ideal for casting and pigmenting 

and offers great opportunities to layer colour. 

We’ve just finished making the master pattern 

from which we’ll make a mould and hope to 

launch the product in September.

Which possession would you never sell? I am 

attached to spaces and value how they make 

me feel in their totality, rather than specific 

possessions, but I would be heartbroken to lose 

our pictures of the children.

TORD BOOnTJE

Dutch-born, Shoreditch-

based designer who has 

worked with Swarovski, 

Moroso and Habitat; 

tordboontje.com.

How important is the past in influencing 

your designs?  It is a wonderful source of 

inspiration to me. At the moment I’m looking 

at the Bohemian culture of Prague and Vienna 

in the early 20th century – Jugendstil, Klimt 

and Egon Schiele. 

Which designer, artist or architect has  

had the biggest impact on your work? There 

are many people I have learned from, some, 

fortunately, in person, such as Alessandro 

Mendini, Studio Alchimia, Ron Arad, Ulf 

Moritz, Alexander McQueen, Patrizia Moroso 

and Murray Moss. Many more have influenced 

me through their work – too many to mention 

– but they include Achille Castiglioni, Bob 

Dylan and the Brothers Grimm.

Do you believe that there is ever anything 

new in design?  Absolutely! Letters are old,  

but rearrange them into a new sequence and 

you have a new story. 

How can we reduce the impact of 

manufacture on the environment?  I believe 

in long-lasting quality and local production. 

This is also where the handmade and craft 

become relevant to me for our modern world; 

William Morris is very current to me, but now 

in a global world with new technology.

Are there any innovative materials or 

techniques that excite you? In the studio,  

I’m experimenting with creating patterns  

by arranging pigments with magnetic fields. 

This materialises the otherwise invisible 

magnetism into unexpected arrangements.  

I’m not sure yet where this will lead, but  

I’m enjoying the process.

“people want  

an antidote to 

mass-produced 

pieces. craft 

delivers 

something  

more connected 

and human”
RussELL pinch
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Which designer, artist or architect has had 

the biggest impact on your work?  We came  

to this business as individuals and now we are a 

partnership; I honestly cannot think of anyone 

else in the world who has influenced me more 

than Wakako Kishimoto.

How do you see the role of colour and pattern 

in design? In our practice, they are very 

important – we set up our business on the 

maxim “Print the world”.

What part do you believe craft plays in the 

modern world? One shouldn’t think of craft as 

something of the past; it is very evident that it 

exists in many facets today. In very simplistic 

terms, craft is something you study and 

practise to improve your skills and the quality 

MARK ELEY

Co-founder of Eley 

Kishimoto, a print-focused 

fashion duo with a recently 

launched wallpaper range; 

eleykishimoto.com. 

How important is the past in influencing 

your work?  The past is a prelude to the  

future; all design is to a degree influenced by 

those before us. As I believe Tom Ford said, 

“Creativity is knowing how to hide your 

sources” – or  was it Einstein who said it first?

Which designer, artist or architect has  

had the biggest impact on your work? This  

is hard to answer because I am very curious  

and take in stimuli like a sponge. I love the  

art of abstract expressionism, I admire the 

architecture of Tadao Ando and Zaha Hadid, 

and I am drawn to American landscapes with 

mountains, trees and natural beauty.

hOLLY hunT

American designer of  

luxury  furnishings who 

opened a UK showroom  

in Mayfair last year;  

hollyhunt.com.

How do you see the role of colour and pattern 

in design? Colour is very important to an 

interior but can be overwhelming or confusing 

if not used with care. Pattern works in a similar 

way. I always see the background – the interior 

architecture and furnishings – in neutrals, using 

contrasts and textures; art, colour and pattern 

come last, adding atmosphere and accent.

Are there any innovative materials or 

techniques that excite you? Broader use and 

development of 3D or additive printing holds 

amazing possibilities. The extensive growth in 

computer-generated design from the eye and 

hand of human talent is very exciting. Also 

carving with CNC [computer numerical control] 

machines in metals such as aluminum, and 

using cast bronze and cast glass in new ways. 

If money were no object, which work by  

a contemporary designer would you buy?   

A Gerhard Richter painting.

of the product you are shaping. Patience and 

an appreciation of time are virtues of craft 

making, offering a meditative element that can 

encourage inspiration, deeper processing, 

contemplation, relaxation and even a certain 

amount of boredom. 

Do you believe that there is ever anything 

new in design? Yes, every day something  

new manifests itself.

How can we reduce the impact of 

manufacture on the environment?  This  

is something that needs a global approach.  

One can pioneer locally but to have true  

impact more quickly, a well-managed  

global action is required. This is starting,  

but we need to fast-track it.

If money were no object, which work by  

a contemporary designer would you buy?  

We would commission Squire architects to 

design our new studio. It would be simply 

awesome: a new creative tower in Brixton  

with great views of the city.

TRisTAn 

BuTTERFiELD

Acclaimed British designer  

and current creative director 

of US-brand Kohler;  

kohler.co.uk.

How important is the past in influencing 

your designs?  Nothing is truly new – it is one’s 

personal interpretation that makes a project 

unique. Past experiences are also important: as 

a child, my parents dragged me round antiques 

shops and fairs, which is where I found an 

appreciation for Georgian furniture and 

decoration, though I didn’t realise it at the time.

Which designer, artist or architect has had 

the biggest impact on your work? The people 

I’ve worked with, especially Nigel Coates – I 

started working for him when I was 18, during 

my art school holidays. And Charlotte Perriand. 

She was lovely: humble, passionate about design 

and a little bit naughty – I love that in people.

How do you see the role of colour in design? 

I love to decorate with just one colour, using 

the interplay between matt and high lustre, 

with the medium of light as the third element.  

It’s a trick that has taken years to perfect and 

requires some bravery, but it can become super 

interesting, with layers of subtle differences.

 

What do you see as the biggest challenge 

facing designers in 2015?  Making products 

with meaning. I travel the world for work, and 

few new things connect with me; everything is 

coming together to be a sea of sameness. I want 

design to stir a feeling, a memory or an emotion.

 

Do you believe that there is ever anything 

new in design?  If you look hard enough, 

everything has already been done somewhere, 

although emerging digital printing and 

technology are breaking boundaries.

 

How can we reduce the impact of 

manufacture on the environment?  I firmly 

believe in having less and in high quality that 

lasts. Living in the US, I see so much excess: 

huge 15,000sq ft homes for two, mineral water 

brought in from 7,000 miles away – it’s insane.

Which possession would you never sell? An 

original roll of William Morris wallpaper – 28 

different hand-carved fruit-tree blocks were 

used to make it; you couldn’t afford to produce 

that now. It’s my connection to a lost past.

“i want design to stir a feeling, a 

memory or an emotion” TRisTAn BuTTERFiELD
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How important is the past in influencing 

your work?  My interest in design stems  

partly from an extensive collection of antiques 

and classic design products owned by my 

grandparents – I find learning about how styles 

and materials are developed in reaction to 

current technologies and cultural demands 

fascinating. As a result, I would say that there  

is a consideration for past aesthetics in our 

work as a studio, however subtle.

How do you see the role of colour and pattern 

in design?  They can affect a space immensely. 

Our studio is particularly interested in creating 

intriguing imagery using angles, light and 

reflection. The effects are purely aesthetic and 

arguably decorative, but there is a function to 

an inspiring surface or visual mural – it can 

evoke feeling and stimulate the mind. 

What part do you believe craft plays in the 

modern world?  Craft is a term often lost in 

comprehension. To me it encapsulates a hands- 

on approach to creativity that requires a skill, 

and in that sense my practice is definitely craft-

based in its production processes. Creativity is 

GILES MILLER

Designer of innovative 

surfaces and interiors and 

winner of H&G Surface 

Designer 2014 award; 

gilesmiller.com.

all about diversity in approach and method, and 

I hope that craft-based processes will remain  

a strong part of design in the modern world.

What do you see as the biggest challenge 

facing designers in 2015?  I think the primary 

challenge is to ensure that their products have 

value. There is a huge amount of creative 

output that is not thought through beyond its 

inception, and designers should be morally 

obligated not to waste resources on output that 

isn’t meaningful to consumers in some way.

Are there any innovative materials or 

techniques that excite you?  Our studio  

is enjoying computer-aided design and 3D 

printing in our prototyping and development. 

That said, I still have so much to learn about 

existing materials and techniques. We are 

currently working on surface designs with glass, 

an age-old material but new to us in terms of 

how we can use it to create intriguing imagery.   

Which possession would you never sell?   

My watch. It is really not my style, but it was 

my father’s and so it will be on my wrist, 

contradicting me beautifully, forever.

If money were no object, which work by a 

contemporary designer would you buy?   

I would dearly love to have a work by  

Antony Gormley – his subjects and depth  

of investigation fascinate me.

How important is the past in influencing 

your designs?  They say that you have to know 

the past to understand the present; this is 

certainly true for us and even more so when  

we consider that we are designing objects  

that will exist in the future. 

 

What part do you believe craft plays in the 

modern world?  What I find amazing about 

this country is the huge appreciation of craft: 

we have become specialists in the high-tech 

without losing touch with our craft heritage.  

So much of design development is craft  

JAY OSGERBY

One half of award-winning, 

internationally acclaimed 

design partnership  

Barber & Osgerby;  

barberosgerby.com.

based – look at car designers who still make 

clay models, and specify stitched leatherwork 

to satisfy our desire for tactile objects.

Do you believe that there is ever anything 

new in design? Often design is led by changes 

in technology or in society. The archetypes 

frequently remain the same but there are new 

ways of using things. For example, the Tip Ton 

chair we designed for Vitra is a classic archetype, 

reinvented for the way we work today. Adding a 

simple angle to the bottom of the chair gives 

two seating positions: upright and reclined. 

 

How can we reduce the impact of 

manufacture on the environment? We always 

design things that are intended to become 

heirlooms; in other words, they’re made to last  

and have an incredibly long life cycle. Produce 

“less but better”, as Dieter Rams says.

How important is the past in influencing 

your designs? I sometimes see myself more  

as an anthropologist of things, rather than as  

a designer. My approach to design is very 

eclectic, and I’m always looking for new and 

unexpected ways to cross-pollinate between 

disciplines and ideas: the combination of 

traditional materials with new techniques, for 

example, or simple forms with digital patterns.

Which designer, artist or architect has  

had the biggest impact on your work?  

A bit of my anarchic and unconventional way 

of thinking comes from my connection with 

Alchimia [the Italian New Wave cooperative 

design group, created in the 1970s] and 

Memphis [founded by Ettore Sottsass  

in 1981], both of which represented the  

anti-academic side of architecture in Italy.

How do you see the role of colour in design?

I like experimenting with colour. I’ve done 

all-white projects and I have designed colourful 

objects that are full of energy. I love powdery 

and desaturated hues, which allow me to  

create a relaxing atmosphere. My favourite 

colour is blue, in all the shades of the sea. Blue 

is never just blue.

 

What part do you believe craft plays in the 

modern world? I enjoy featuring craft-like 

imperfections in my work. I think they are  

a rich and expressive form of beauty.

What do you see as the biggest challenge 

facing designers in 2015?  We need to 

consider the ethical function of design. For me 

this entails promoting simplicity in everything 

I do. Simplicity is a very special form of beauty 

that never excludes creativity and poetry.

 

How can we reduce the impact of 

manufacture on the environment? We have 

to learn to think about sustainability. One way 

is to look at reusing things that already exist 

– considering how to give things a new life is  

a natural and powerful impetus for creativity.

PAOLA NAVONE

Visionary Italian designer  

who was  recently appointed 

art director of Dominique 

Kieffer by Rubelli;  

rubelli.com. 

“we should be morally obligated not to waste 

resources on meaningless output” GILES MILLER
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CHARRED
Inspired by shou-sugi-ban, the ancient Japanese art of  
scorching timber, burnt fnishes are coming to the fore.  
Blackened furnishings are beautiful and durable, with  

a rich texture and an arrestingly decorative e≠ect.
styling  olivia gregory PhotograPh damian russell

T R E N D  5 

FurniTure Scorched Shake sideboard, h80xW150xD55cm, £4,600, sebastian Cox at the new  

Craftsmen. Turned table in Burnt oak finish, h50xdiam30cm, £500, Magnus scholz at Workhouse.

aCCessories Lost vessel, h35xdiam30cm, £4,400; Fire bowl, h40xdiam25cm, £8,000; both nic Webb.  

Wall Shou Sugi Ban charred English oak cladding, from £156sq m, Exterior solutions. WHere To Buy, page 66
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Outer 
space

Daring shapes characterise this trend, which is 
guided by the rounded forms of the planets and the 
angular lines of astronomical charts. The palette is 
primarily metallics, black and white, with sporadic 

hits of abstract celestial-inspired surface pattern.
STyliNg  olivia gregory  PhoTogRaPhS  damian russell

T R E N D  6

THIS PAGE Trophy table lamp in 

Satin White, h45xW26cm, £970, 

Nika Zupanc at Sé.

OPPOSITE PAGE FurniTure (From 

top) Moon table, h41xdiam38cm, 

£3,000, Elisa Strozyk at Mint. Poured 

table, h50xdiam60cm, £1,099, 

Troels Flensted at Flensted Studio. 

Moon Rock table, h22xdiam86cm, 

from £3,000, Bethan laura Wood.

accessories (From top) Reflection 

bowl, h8xdiam17cm, price on request, 

adi Toch. Fuzz bowl, h21xdiam32cm, 

price on request, Study o Portable at 

gallery Fumi. Shadow wine cooler, 

h21xdiam17.5cm, £98; Shadow  

tray, h15xdiam30cm, £164; both 

Sebastian Bergne & Verreum at 

Matter of Stuff.
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O U T E R  S PA C E

FURNITURE (From left) White Poly 

dining table, H75xdiam135cm, price 

on request, Max Lamb at Gallery Fumi. 

Vanity table, H155xW116xD60cm, 

£9,500, Nika Zupanc at Sé.  

Detroit table, H34xW226xD63cm, 

£32,000, Fredrikson Stallard at 

David Gill. Spade chair in Bronze, 

H86xW42xD45cm, price on request,  

Faye Toogood at Gallery Fumi.

ACCESSORIES Squares lamp, 

125x100cm, £5,334, Gwendolyn and 

Guillane Kerschbaumer at Areti. Mea 

suspension light, H2.5xW100cm, 

£386, Peter Straka at Kaia Lighting. 

Kukka table lamp, H35xdiam50cm, 

£770, Laïna Gianferrari and Amélie 

Roux at Roche Bobois. 
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O U T E R  S PAC E

OPPOSITE PagE FURNITURE Carbo  

Flavus side table, H48xW48xD48cm, 

£940, Brooksbank & Collins. Baby  

stool, H28xW44xD33cm, £990,  

Klara Sumova at Mint.

ACCESSORIES Low containers in  

Silver and Dusty Rose, H17xdiam23cm,  

€270 each; High container in Dusty  

Rose, H30xdiam16.5cm, €260;  

all Sebastian Herkner at Pulpo.

THIS PagE ACCESSORIES  

Bob modular magnetic cubes,  

20cm sq, from £173.40 each  

(minimum order of ten), Paul  

Kelley. Plane Triangle pendant,  

H39.5xW33cm, £225, Tom Dixon.  

Globe light, H49.5xdiam40cm,  

£3,960, Lee Broom.  

WHERE TO BUY, PAGE 66



EclipsE
Refecting our fascination with the solar system, designers  

are fnding inspiration in the spectacular interplay of the planets,  
sun and moon. This translates to atmospheric shifts of light and  

shadow as seen in this dramatic foor lamp. 
styling  Emma thomas PhotograPhs  Emma LEE 

T R E N D  7 

Colour floor light, h105xW75cm, £1,368, e15 at Viaduct. WhERE to BUY, pagE 66
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“F
or as long as I can remember, I’ve been talking 

about ageless design,” says Sir Kenneth Grange, 

who gave us the Kenwood mixer (1960), the 

Intercity 125 (1976), the TX1 London taxi cab 

(1997) , the Type 3 Anglepoise desk lamp (2003) and  

the Modus April sofa (2014). He describes the subject  

as his “hobby horse”, but it is essentially an argument for 

universal values that will deliver good design for people  

at all stages of life, from the young representatives of 

Generation Rent to the current wave of older downsizers. 

Sir Kenneth’s ambition is to address what he sees  

as a major problem with contemporary design. “The 

depressing thing is when something new is dysfunctional, 

or is so overdesigned that style drives it,” he says. In his 

opinion, the young are offered too much throwaway  

fast furniture and older people are made to compromise 

on comfort. “It’s tempting to target younger buyers.  

I think they spend more casually; they’re quite willing  

to be in debt. Someone older will have a view about  

the value of what they are considering.”

At the Hampstead home he’s lived in since 1969,  

Sir Kenneth is surrounded by ageless design from  

across the decades – supremely functional gems 

including Thonet dining chairs, Richard Sapper’s 

sculptural Tizio lamp for Artemide and an exceptionally 

handsome Archie Shine sideboard.

At 85, Sir Kenneth is as active as ever. Last year, he had 

the opportunity to put his theory into practice as design 

consultant on Ambrose, the new collection of compact 

furniture for Heal’s. The brief was that the products 

should be aimed at frst-time buyers or renters, and the 

results include a sharp A-frame shelving unit, a sleek sofa 

bed and an attractive oak clothes-drying rack. However, 

when Ambrose launched, it soon became clear that it  

also appealed to an older, more established audience. 

“The underlying feature of the collection is that it’s 

designed for small spaces,” says Sir Kenneth. “But we 

should recognise that there are many older people who 

are moving into smaller properties, in part to help their 

grown-up children on their path to making a home.”

Sir Kenneth delights in the idea of these different 

generations considering the Ambrose collection  

together. “I love to picture the scene of twenty or 

thirtysomethings out shopping with their downsizing 

parents on a Saturday morning. They will all have in 

mind that where they’re going to be living has become 

As different generations are fnding that their tastes in fashion and  

music are converging, domestic design remains frmly polarised between 

stylish but uncomfortable furniture for the young and comfortable  

but unstylish furniture for the old, says Britain’s greatest living designer, 

Sir Kenneth Grange. He believes that, with a bit of thought,  

long-lived furniture, lighting and household objects can be as attractive  

to a twentysomething frst-time buyer as they are to an octogenerian.

DESIGN
for all ages

interview
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 60 stool

by Alvar Aalto for Artek,

£166, Aram, 020 7557 7557,  

aram.co.uk.

pH articHoke 

pendant ligHt

by Louis Poulsen,

from £5,445, Skandium, 020 

7823 8874, skandium.com.

anglepoise type 75   

table lamp

by Sir Kenneth Grange,

£120, SCP, 020 7739 1869,  

scp.co.uk.

cylinda line coffee pot

by Arne Jacobsen for Stelton,

£136, SCP, 020 7739 1869,  

scp.co.uk.

smaller, and they will be much more susceptible to 

arguments about intelligent use of space.”

So can we identify ageless design by style? Sir Kenneth 

is reluctant to attribute a specifc look to the concept, but 

he is willing to single out a fne example – the Anglepoise 

lamp. He points out that mid-century “retro” designs are 

equally beloved of the younger generation and the folk 

who grew up using them. “I work for Anglepoise. I believe 

that a designer’s job is to move things on with every inch 

of his body and belief; however, it’s a fact that some of the 

old things were functionally good at the beginning and 

are just as good today. Anglepoise products are pretty 

much unchanged from when they were invented in the 

1930s.” So the Anglepoise is an ideal model of ageless 

design and, because it pleases and serves all ages, its 

success has endured. “The commercial scene is enjoying 

a great feast of living off these old things.”

a
geless design, says Sir Kenneth, is not the  

same as classic design. He reels off a list of 

celebrated 20th-century chairs, adored by 

interior designers, that have sold well for 

decades, with seats that are too low and too deep. 

“Comfort is possibly the most important element of 

ageless design. Older people experience discomfort  

as a major hindrance to everyday life. It comes in many 

forms: you’re a bit slower, you dither a bit, something 

hurts, you can’t grip things, it’s diffcult to get up from  

a low chair. If you make furniture that’s comfortable for 

all ages, everyone benefts. The elderly will appreciate  

it – the young will hardly know it’s happened, because  

to them it doesn’t make the slightest difference if a chair  

is 15 inches or ten or 20 inches off the ground.”

If it is simply a matter of a little extra seat height,  

better depth and a particular angle to the back,  

why isn’t all furniture made to dimensions that will  

suit all users? Sir Kenneth believes this oversight is an 

inevitable result of the age of those with infuential jobs  

in the design trade, the decorators, architects and buyers 

for interiors stores. “I currently work for two furniture 

makers, both in the contract furniture business, Modus 

and Hitch Mylius.” (At Modus, he has collaborated  

with recent graduate Jack Smith to produce the Grange 

Smith collection; at Hitch Mylius, he designed hm82, 

furniture for the healthcare industry aimed at “an older 

generation of design-aware users”.) 

“It’s not the retail trade, where you go in and buy 

a couple of chairs and a table,” he explains. “There  

are exceptions but, for the most part, with contract 

furniture, you’re selling to professional buyers whose  

job it is to ft out a hotel reception or a hospital. If you 

look at their profle, these buyers tend to be under 50  

and don’t bring an underlying knowledge of comfort  

to their daily work. They talk about it, but it’s not the 

primary concern. Their job is actually to make the  

place look great. They aim to make the space appear  

as generous as possible and, in order to do that, the 

furniture is kept as low as possible.”

Another issue that concerns Sir Kenneth is the 

prioritisation of form over function. This skewing of 

values can create the opposite of ageless design: 

deliberately on-trend products that come with a sell-by 

date. “There are territories where overt modernism has 

run away with itself and this doesn’t beneft anyone, old  

or young. The style of these things is very, very important 

to their overall character – their whole purpose is to be 

modern and to look modern. Very successful it is, too.  

But at the expense of function.” 

Picking up his plain white David Mellor bone china 

teacup and demonstrating how comfortable it is to  

sir kennetH grange’s cHoice of ageless designs
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maritime clock

by Angelo Mangiarotti,

£185, Twentytwentyone, 020 7837 

1900, twentytwentyone.com.

cHair 209

by Thonet,

from £736, Skandium, 020 7823 

8874, skandium.com.

tizio table lamp,

by Richard Sapper for Artemide,

from £251, Aram, 020 7557 7557,  

aram.co.uk.

fine bone cHina  

teacup and saucer

by David Mellor,

£13, David Mellor, 01433 650220 

davidmellordesign.com.

“prioritising style over function is 

the opposite of ageless design”

grip, Sir Kenneth adds, “You’d think by now it would be 

impossible to design a cup that isn’t brilliant to hold,  

but there are lots out there. It’s astonishing how such  

silly mistakes are made deliberately. And they are made 

deliberately because designers want to be different.”

t
o further emphasise the point, he disappears  

into the kitchen to fetch a coffee maker. “This 

machine’s not the worst, but it’s a prime example 

of design that’s principally for style. It’s got a good 

lever – that’s tolerable – but putting the water at the back 

is the daftest thing you can imagine. You can’t see it; 

when it’s on the counter you have to feel behind to check 

if it’s been flled. The water ought to be at the front. I can’t 

think anyone benefts from having it there. I took this to 

the college last week [the Royal College of Art, where he 

is visiting professor at the School of Design] and asked 

the students which features should be redesigned. They 

examined it in some detail. Bit by bit you realise it’s 

absolutely littered with really clumsy judgments.”

As well as a balance of form and function and 

prioritising ergonomics, another key feature of ageless 

design is longevity. Sir Kenneth would like furniture  

to have a life expectancy as long as its owner’s. He 

concedes, however, that in furniture design, longevity 

comes at a cost. “Sofas are more expensive to produce  

if they are made so that they can be reupholstered. And 

many items are diffcult to repair because they are made 

in a manner – the way they’ve been clipped and fxed and 

stuck together – with no intention of them being taken 

apart. That’s the terrible driver of the low-cost economy.” 

Would he prefer that we pay a bit more and repair 

items, instead of buying new? “I would, personally, yes.  

I think repairing is a very honourable profession and  

a very attractive achievement. Someone who can fx 

things for the family is doing more than saving money; 

they are bringing an enhanced ownership to something – 

they have bought it and intend to keep it.”

Sir Kenneth continues with a question: “How are we 

going to make the style of this universal furniture attract 

both young and old? I think that’s a very interesting 

problem. For example, it’s quite likely that the older 

generation will buy modern shapes, but they will want  

to be reassured by some of the vocabulary they’ve grown 

up with, and part of that is pattern. If we were to go  

to a good old-fashioned furniture shop this afternoon,  

a pound to a pinch of salt, 80 per cent of the furniture 

would be patterned. You walk through Shoreditch,  

and it’s all plain, absolutely rigorously plain. I can’t see 

why they don’t offer furniture with patterns; it’s quite 

possible for fabric designs to take root on modern shapes. 

Goodness knows we’re used to it. Every underground 

train and bus has patterned fabrics. They don’t show  

the damage so much. That’s possibly part of the reason 

why earlier generations chose them in the frst place.”  

So this would be the joyful side effect of designers and 

manufacturers adopting principles of ageless design:  

a return to pattern and colour, richer interiors for all.

If Britain is to embrace a philosophy of ageless design, 

we won’t be the frst. “If we were in Scandinavia, this 

conversation wouldn’t be happening. What the young 

and old buy is more similar, perhaps because of their long 

history of being egalitarian. A poor farmer in Denmark  

is as likely to have a comfortable chair as an aristocrat. 

There’s no drive for style over substance, but they’re not 

lacking in style, nor in taste. They instinctively have a 

more humanist stance when it comes to the things of life.” 

And this is the heart of ageless design. It is an essentially 

human-friendly approach to an industry that is prone to 

prioritising fashion and commercial concerns.
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WOOD
Creativity and craftsmanship are joined by a celebration of texture in 

the latest wood designs, with natural grain bringing new depth to 
interiors. What’s more, the look is enhanced by the growing popularity  

of mixing and matching timbers of different types and fnishes.
STyliNg  olivia gregory PhoTogRaPhS  damian russell

T R E N D  8 
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opposite page FurniTure Shelf 

02 in wood and steel, h120xW90x 

D20cm, £9,000, hamajima Takuya at 

19 greek Street.

tHis page aCCessories Kosa 

glass jar with sheesham wood and 
cork lid, H13.5xdiam10.5cm, £29.95, 
Tiipoi at Harrods. Cube boxes in 
birch with walnut inlay, 12cm sq, 
£205 each, Cillian Ó Súilleabháin. 
Particle bracelets with laminate 
marquetry, from £240 each,  
Bethan Laura Wood. Burr elm  

slab (background), 177.5x70cm, 
£1,740, Whetstone Oak.
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WOOD

THIS PAGE FURNITURe Upside 

Down console table in chestnut, 

alder, elm and plexiglass, including 

lamp, H80xW150xD44cm, £6,500, 

Hillsideout at Mint. 

oPPoSITE PAGE ACCeSSORIeS 

Tarnish pots in brass and wood, 

H7xdiam9cm, $74,46 each, Daniel 

Schofield at L’ArcoBaleno. Hairy 

Beech round boards, diam6in, £50; 

diam8in, £70; Ash Grain round 

boards, diam7in, £50; diam9in, £60; 

Ash Grain block boards, 8in sq, £65; 

10in sq, £75; all Lee Borthwick.
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FURNITURE Dent Wood chair in 

Natural Lacquered, H78xW46xD54cm, 

£427, Bla Station at Inform Furniture.

ACCESSORIES Tree lights in beech 

and copper, Barrel, H20xdiam40cm, 

£495; Bulb, H28xdiam32cm, £495; 

Bottle, H40xdiam20cm, £425; all 

Tamasine Osher Design.  

WHERE TO BUY, pAgE 66
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SUBSCRIBE
Ideas and inspiration for every room  

and garden. Subscribe today for  

just £33.99, saving up to 44%. 

Plus every subscription comes 

complete with a free trial digital version 

for your iPad and iPhone.]  

Visit homesandgardenssubs.com/18Y.  

Phone 0330 333 4555 with code 18Y.

Connect with Homes & Gardens however and wherever you like

Enjoy H&G on your tablEt

Perfect for commuting and travelling. 

Download your copy today for a FREE 

trial of up to 30 days.
]]

 Subscribe today 

from just £26.99. Available on the Apple 

Newsstand, Amazon, Barnes & Noble, 

Zinio, Google Play and Kobo. 

SAVE 
UP TO 

44%

TO OUr WOrld

*Free digital version can be withdrawn at any time during the subscription period.   
**Duration of free trial is dependent on device and store used.

rEad our bloGs

For daily inspiration, visit hglivingbeautifully.com  

and passionforpattern.com. 

siGn uP to our nEWslEttEr:  

a bEautiFul WEEk

A weekly digest of homes, gardens,  

decorating ideas, places to go and more. To sign 

up, simply visit hglivingbeautifully.com. 
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Details of stockists featured in this magazine;  
visit housetohome.co.uk/directory for more listings

A
Adam Nathaniel Furman, 07979 

654444, adamnathanielfurman.com. 

Adi Toch, 07972 872769, aditoch.com.

Adrian Sassoon, 020 7581 9888, 

adriansassoon.com.

Amy Sia, 07450 080384, amy-sia.com.

Appley Hoare Antiques,  

020 7351 5206, appleyhoare.com.

Aram, 020 7557 7557, aram.co.uk.

Areti, 020 3535 1855, atelierareti.com.

B
Bethan Laura Wood, 07754 064070, 

woodlondon.co.uk.

BLH Ceramics, blhceramics.

webspace.virginmedia.com.

Brooksbank & Collins, 020 7739 

2908, brooksbankcollins.com.

C
Camilla Akersveen, 

camillaakersveen.no/woods.

Christopher Farr Cloth, 020 7349 

0888, christopherfarrcloth.com.

Cillian Ó Súilleabháin,  

00353 87 951 8651, cosfurniture.ie.

Claire Gaudion, clairegaudion.com. 

Clive Work, 020 8144 8300, 

clivework.com. 

Cushlab, 01580 763986,  

cushlab.co.uk.

  

D
Darkroom, 020 7831 7244, 

darkroomlondon.com. 

David David, daviddavid.co.uk.

David Gill Galleries, 020 7589 5946, 

davidgillgalleries.com.

Dinosaur Designs, 020 7287 2254, 

dinosaurdesigns.co.uk.

Do Shop, 020 7836 4039,  

do-shop.com.

E
1882, 020 3002 8023, 1882ltd.com.

Edelman Leather, 020 7351 7305, 

edelmanleather.com.

Elemental, 020 7247 7588, 

elemental.uk.com.

Eley Kishimoto, 020 8674 7411, 

eleykishimoto.com.

Eva Sonaike, 020 3093 1893, 

evasonaike.com.

Exterior Solutions, 01494 711800, 

exteriorsolutionsltd.co.uk.

F
Farrow & Ball, 01202 876141, 

farrow-ball.com.

Flensted Studio, 07427 314080, 

troelsflensted.com. 

Flock, 020 8440 8777,  

flock-living.com.

The French House, 020 7371 7573, 

thefrenchhouse.co.uk.

G
Gallery Fumi, 020 7490 2366, 

galleryfumi.com.

GP&J Baker, 020 7351 7760, 

gpandjbaker.com.

H
Harrods, 020 7730 1234, harrods.com.

Holly Hunt, hollyhunt.com.

I
Ian Mankin, 020 7722 0997, 

ianmankin.co.uk.

Inform Furniture, 020 7228 3335, 

informfurniture.co.uk.

K
Kaia Lighting, 020 7243 6299,  

kaia.at.

Korridor Design, korridordesign.com.

L
L’ArcoBaleno, larcobaleno.com.

Laura Slater, 07929 599215, 

lauraslater.co.uk.

Lee Borthwick, leeborthwick.co.uk.

Lee Broom, 020 7820 0742, 

leebroom.com.

Löfström, 0046 70 56 27 887, 

lofstrom.se.

M
Marimekko, 020 7486 6454, 

marimekko.com.

Matter of Stuff, 07712 680221, 

matterofstuff.com.

Mint, 020 7225 2228,  

mintshop.co.uk.

Missoni Home, 020 7736 7967, 

missonihome.com.

N
19 Greek Street, 020 7734 5594, 

19greekstreet.com.  

The New Craftsmen, 020 7148 

3190, thenewcraftsmen.com.

Nick Ross, 0046 7046 24090, 

nckrss.com.

Nic Webb, 07798 906551,  

nicwebb.com.

O
On.entropy, onentropy.co.uk.

Oricalcum, 01423 500694, 

oricalcum.uk.

P
Papers and Paints, 020 7352 8626, 

papers-paints.co.uk.

Paul Kelley, 07930 135238, 

pk-designs.co.uk.

Pierre Frey, 020 7376 5599, 

pierrefrey.com.

Pulpo, pulpoproducts.com.

R
Redloh House Fabrics, 020 7371 

7787, redlohhousefabrics.com.

Rhian Malin, rhianmalin.co.uk.

Roche Bobois, 020 7751 4030, 

roche-bobois.com.

Rubelli, 020 7349 1590, rubelli.com.

S
Sé, 020 7627 4282,  

se-london.com.

SockShop, sockshop.co.uk.

Sophie Southgate,  

sophiesouthgate.com.

Stereo, 01892 615157, 

stereowallcoverings.co.uk.

Swedish Hasbeens, 

swedishhasbeens.com.

T
Tamasine Osher Design,  

07867 524054,  

tamasineosher.com. 

Tissus d’Hélène, 020 7352 9977, 

tissusdhelene.co.uk.

Tom Dixon, 020 7183 9737, 

tomdixon.net.

V
Vessel Gallery, 020 7727 8001, 

vesselgallery.com.

Viaduct, 020 7278 8456,  

viaduct.co.uk.

Victoria Umansky, 07971 351061, 

victoriaumansky.com.

W
Whetstone Oak, 01865 590507, 

whetstoneoak.co.uk.

WorkHouse, 020 7247 1815, 

workhousecollection.co.uk.

Wrong for Hay, 07703 676020, 

wrongforhay.com.



b i i d  e v e n t

INTERIOR DESIGN 

IN 2015
As part of its 50th anniversary celebrations, the  

British Institute of Interior Design is using its annual conference  

on 18 June to ask its attendees “Who do we think we are?”

“A
s well as looking back over the past 50 years, this anniversary 

presents us with the perfect opportunity to look ahead to the 

future of our profession,” says Daniel Hopwood, president of 

the BIID. “We hope the annual conference will be an ideal 

platform to encourage an inspiring exchange of ideas as we consider the 

issues impacting the interior design sector, covering everything from 

an historical context through to the complexity of the modern-day 

multidisciplinary designer.”

A line-up of infuential speakers will debate a range of provocative 

topics that will include: What part has mass media played in the evolution  

of our profession? Does the role of the interior designer need to change  

in the face of the new “instant expert” culture? Why don’t we get more 

respect from our peers and the general public?

 Last year, the conference, which is now a frmly established event  

in the design calendar, attracted an audience of more than 250 people, 

among them interior designers, media and leading industry fgures.  

It featured high-profle speakers from a variety of design disciplines,  

including Lee Penson, Shashi Caan, Charles Jencks and Tim Mutton,  

who looked at the transformative force of design in the home,  

workplace, healthcare, hospitality and other spheres.

The event will also see the presentation of the Institute’s Honorary 

Fellowships, created to recognise those who have had a profound impact 

on the development and success of the interior design profession. Last 

year’s honourees included architectural paint and colour specialist  

Patrick Baty, Charles Jencks, Shashi Caan and the late Professor Rodney 

Fitch for their exceptional contributions to the design community.

The BIID Conference 2015 will take place on Thursday 18 June, 8.45am to 

4pm, at RIBA Headquarters, 66 Portland Place, London W1B 1AD; members, 

£95; non-members, £125; students, £65. For more details, including  

the keynote speakers, and to book, visit biid.org.uk/whodowethinkweare, 

where you can also watch a video of the 2014 event.

Founded in 1965, the  

BIID is the pre-eminent 

organisation for 

professional interior 

designers in the UK.  

Under the guidance  

of its president, Daniel 

Hopwood (left), it is 

committed to fostering  

creativity and competence 

in its members through 

facilitating best practice, 

support, development 

opportunities, education 

and training. 
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